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I.

INTRODUCTION

Amorphous materials are noncrystalline material in which long-range
crystalline atomic arrangements are absent.

The amorphous state in most

materials is actually a nonequilibrium configuration resulting from a
destabilization of the crystalline state and therefore, the amorphous
state is less stable than the crystalline phase.

Although there is no

long-range order in the amorphous materials, there are characteristic
short-range atomic arrangements with preferential bonding.

These

arrangements are manifested as broad maxima in the X-ray diffraction
pattern in which the one or more broad peaks emerge as a result of the
distribution of the nearest neighbor atoms which varies with interatomic
distances and the atomic size.

(This is the basis which enables one to

obtain structural information in a radial distribution function analysis.)
The transformation of an amorphous solid to the crystalline state is
usually a two-step process.

The material first transforms to a reversible

glassy state which resembles a frozen liquid.

At the amorphous-to-

glassy transition temperature a large change in the specific heat and in
the coefficient of thermal expansion is usually observed.

A further

increase in temperature produces the crystalline state irreversibly.
The amorphous materials have been attracting a great deal of
attention in the last decade because of their novelty and application
potential.

In this work, we have concentrated on metallic glasses which

are amorphous alloys containing metals and glass-forming elements like
B, C, Si, Ge, and P, the so-called metalloids.

The Fe-base metallic

glasses are of special interest because they are considered as candidates
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for the replacement of the crystalline Fe-Si sheets used in power
transformers.

The metallic glasses are more ductile and can be prepared

in the form of 2-5 cm wide ribbons suitable for winding into a transformer
core.

Also, the rapid quenching technique normally used to produce

amorphous materials has been used to produce crystalline 6.5% Si-Fe which
is more ductile than that produced by the conventional casting and rolling
method.

The higher electrical resistivity of the metallic glasses results

in lower eddy-current losses.
The one step fabrication (direct casting) of the metallic glass
ribbons makes them very attractive from an economic standpoint.

This

eliminates the forging, rolling, annealing, and drawing steps which
usually follow the casting of a crystalline ingot in the usual method of
producing transformer material.
Unfortunately, the Fe-base metallic glasses have lower saturation
induction when compared to those of crystalline Fe-Si alloys.

There is,

also a corresponding decrease in the average Fe magnetic moment in the
Fe-base metallic glasses and this has been attributed to a transfer of
electrons from the metalloid atoms to the split d-band of Fe.

Therefore,

there are two approaches that could be taken to investigate the problem of
low saturation induction.

First, the charge transfer model could be

examined, and if it is valid, lower valence glass-forming elements could
be alloyed with Fe.

Secondly, the initial moment of Fe could be suffi

ciently high that the deleterious effect of the glass-forming nonmagnetic
elements on the saturation induction will not be significant enough to
preclude the use of such alloys in the electrical devices.

In this study,

we followed the first approach by partially replacing B in Fe-B by Be and
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by Au; the second approach was followed also by the use of Au which is
known to cause an increase in the average Fe moment.

Another aspect of

this work, outside of the attempt to attain higher saturation inductions
for applications in electrical devices, was to furnish information on the
basic understanding of the magnetic interactions, the stability of the
amorphous state and the atomic arrangements in several important Fe-base
metallic glasses.

The report which follows is divided into three parts:

(I) the work on Fe-B-Be alloys, (II) the magnetic and annealing behavior
of Fe-B-Au alloys, and (III) the structural radial distribution function
analyses on Fe-B-Be, Fe-B-Si, and Fe-B-C metallic glasses.

More specific

introductory remarks on each of these three topics are given below.
A.

Fe-B-Be

The low coercive force and low eddy-current losses observed in Febase metallic glasses have aroused considerable interest in these
materials.

However, one of the impeding factors in the potential use of

the Fe-metalloid (B, P, C, Si and Ge) amorphous alloys to replace crys
talline Fe-Si alloys in power transformers is their lower saturation
inductions.

This deficiency has its origin in the decrease of the Fe

moment because of the presence of the metalloids.

For example, in the

typical alloy Fe.]Qg_^(M, M')^, where M and M' are two metalloids, both B
and P cause a reduction in the Fe moment, with P being more adverse than
B (1).

A similar effect had been observed in the crystalline transition-

metal monoborides, and Lundquist et al. (2) have proposed a charge trans
fer model based on a rigid band concept to explain the reduction of the
Fe moment.

Within this model, the reduced TM (Fe, Co, Ni) moment is
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attributed to the fiTTing-in of the vacant states in the d band of the
TM by electrons transferred from the p states of the metalloids.

When

this model is applied to the TMggBgQ metallic glasses, the effective
charge transfer (q) per B atom is 2.3, 1.6, and 1.4 for the alloys of
Fe, Co, and Ni, respectively.
2.8, 2.7, and 2.4 (3).

For TMggPgQ, the deduced q values are

There is a qualitative consistency in these

values in going from B (valency of 3) to P (valency of 5).
In the ternary systems, •^^loO-y'V-x'^'x'

M = B is partially

replaced by M' = C, Si, Ge or P, both C (valency of 4) and P were shown
to cause decreases in the Fe moment, with P again being more effective
(4).

Although Si and Ge belong to the same column in the Periodic Table

as C, they tend to increase the Fe moment, with Ge being more influential
than Si (5).

The charge transfer model thus lacks a quantitative basis

in the sense that the q value has been shown to vary with the species of
the metalloid as well as with the species of TM.

Moreover, the model is

incapable of predicting the q value to any degree of reliability.
We have initiated a study to further test the charge transfer model
and to see whether or not the model is applicable to the alloy system in
which the glass-forming metalloid is substituted by a metal, not another
metalloid.

Specifically, we chose

as the starting material from

which a series of ternary alloys were derived of the compositions
^^82^18- X = 2, 4, 5, and 6.

Beryllium was selected as the

second glass former to partially substitute for B because it is a typical
metal with a well-defined valency of two.
The amorphous ternary system 1^682^18-x®®x displayed some interesting
magnetic properties.

The Mg at 4.2K and the deduced value for iipg first
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showed an increase with x up to four, followed by a steady decrease,
implying a peak between 4 and 5 at.% Be.

The reversal of the

and jipg

values was unexpected and difficult to understand because all of the
alloys were single-phase solid solutions.

The reversal seemed to imply a

drastic change in the electronic structure of the system between x=4 and
5.

We, therefore, resorted to using Auger electron spectroscopy as a new

probe of the electronic structure of the amorphous Fe-B-Be alloys and to
confirm this puzzling magnetic behavior.
It has been known (6) for some time that there are two basic types
of Auger transitions depending on the interaction strength of the final
two holes created by the Auger relaxation of the initial core hole.

If the

hole-hole interaction is strong, the Auger spectrum for a given Auger
transition is derived from L-S type states formed by the two interacting
holes.

As a result, the local electronic environment of the atom is not

reflected in the Auger lineshape.

These quasi atomic transitions occur

whenever the XY holes are highly localized such as core level holes of the
type KLL for z>10.

If the hole-hole interaction is weak, then the Auger

lineshape of the XVV transition represents the self fold of the valence
band density of states of the essentially independent final holes.

The

width of the Auger spectrum is approximately twice that of the occupied
valence band, while the intensity is modulated by matrix-element effects
across the band.

These band-like spectra are sensitive probes of the local

density of states (LDOS), and large lineshape changes are observed when
such an element is placed into a different chemical environment.

The

delocalization essential to a weak hole-hole interaction is commonly found
for sp type elements such as aluminum or magnesium rather than for
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transition metals.
The metalloids (B, P, Si) which serve as glass formers are precisely
those that form sp valence bands in their elemental solids.
they, and also Be, should exhibit band-like Auger spectra.

Therefore,
When the

initial core hole is created in a glass-forming atom, the XVV Auger
spectrum should be a sensitive probe of the LDOS of these elements in
metallic glasses.

In particular, the effect of charge transfer from

atoms of the glass-forming elements on the magnetic and electronic
properties of the alloys can be directly studied as a function of com
position and temperature.
Since metallic glasses are in a metastable state, irreversible
transformation into the stable crystalline state should occur upon
heating above the crystallization temperature.

The crystallization proc

esses are dependent on both temperature and time.

The study of crys

tallization behavior of metallic glasses not only provides information
on thermal stability of the glasses but also gives some insight into the
nature of metallic glasses.

Mossbauer spectroscopy has been successfully

used to study crystallization processes and their products (7, 8).

From

those studies, interesting results about the structure and thermal
stability of amorphous materials have been obtained.

Therefore, Mossbauer

spectroscopy was one of the experimental methods we used to supplement our
magnetic characterization study and to furnish information on the crys
tallization behavior of the Fe-B-Be alloys.
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B.

Fe-B-Au

We also considered the effect of using a noble, monovalent metal,
namely Au, to partially replace B, similar to our use of Be in the Fe-BBe metallic glasses.

According to the charge transfer model (3, 4), Au

with its lower number of valence electrons (1 versus 3 for B) and its
larger atomic radius (1.79Â versus 1.17Â for B) should cause the average
Fe moment to increase over that of the Fe-B alloy.

In addition, Felsch

(9) has shown that in the binary amorphous Fe-Au films, the moment of the
Fe increases with increasing Au content, reaching a maximum of 2.9 Pg—
a value previously observed from neutron data on Fe-Co (10).

In crys

talline Fe the fee structure with a relatively large volume per unit cell
is thought to have a moment of 2.8 jjg (11, 12), which may be related
to the large lattice spacing of 3.64Â.

In the Fe-Au films, the larger Au

atoms leads to a larger lattice spacing, giving rise to a higher moment
on the Fe atoms (13).
However, all the Fe-Au films of Felsch (9) crystallized below 295K
and an exploitation of the high moment of the amorphous state is not
possible in a useful temperature range.

Therefore, another object of our

study was to produce stable amorphous Fe-B-Au alloys with crystallization
temperatures well above 300K.

Our first attempt here was to prepare

truly amorphous ribbons of Fe-B-Au alloys.

Should our effort succeed, we

would be able to test the validity of the beneficial effect of Au on the
Fe moment; and also we could evaluate the charge transfer model by
observing the effect of partially replacing B by Au in Fe-B.
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C.

Structural Study

In crystalline materials» sufficient information about the structure
can be provided from the Bragg peaks obtained in an X-ray diffraction
experiment.

For amorphous materials, the absence of distinct structural

periodicity results in the absence of Bragg peaks.

However, the lack of

periodicity does not preclude the existence of characteristic atomic
arrangements with preferential bonding.

A radial distribution function

(RDF) of the broad diffraction peaks which result from short range order
or bonding permits statistical characterization (averaged over the sample)
in terms of the distances between an atom of a particular species and its
nearest neighbors.

The positions of the maxima in the RDF furnish the

interatomic distance with the highest probabilities and the normalized
areas under these maxima give an indication of the average number of
nearest neighbors at the various mean distances.

However, obtaining

reliable information on the coordination number requires precise
knowledge of the density of the specimen and the removal of data reduction
artifacts caused by the termination of the X-ray scattering at finite
values of k=47rsin0/X where 20 is the scattering angle and X is the wave
length of the incident radiation.

In some materials, there is still some

structure sensitive information at the truncated value of k.

There is

great scientific interest in the structural information on metallic
glasses because of the pronounced variation of certain physical and mag
netic properties with a change in the type of metalloid and a change in
the composition of the alloys.

In this study, we were interested in

obtaining structural information on Feg2B^2^6' ^^82^1'^®82^14^®4
Fe82Bi3Be5.

The ternary alloys with C or Si were chosen because they have
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been considered prime candidates for replacing crystalline Fe-Si sheets
now used in power transformers, and a basic understanding of their prop
erties is needed.

Obtaining structural information on the Be alloys is

a natural extension of our magnetic studies of the F^sz^lS-x^^x ""^tallic
glasses from which, together with Auger electron spectroscopy, we detected
a discrete change in the charge transfer behavior when the Be content is
increased from 4 to 5 at.%.

was included in the latter study

as a standard since RDF data are available on this alloy (14) and other
Fe-B alloys near that composition (15, 16).
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II.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Because Be has the tendency to oxidation at hiqh temperatures and
also its toxicity requires special handling facilities, the five alloys
were prepared in the following manner.

First, a binary alloy was pre

pared by melting Fe and B, both of ^,99.9% purity, inside an alumina
crucible under high-purity helium atmosphere.

The resulting alloy

having a melting point around 1300°C was then remelted under similar
conditions with Be of various amounts to meet the nominal compositions.
Each alloy was held at 1100°C for 18 hours to attain composition
homogeneity, and weight loss was checked at each step to assure that the
composition was maintained.

Amorphous ribbons were prepared by quenching

the melt onto a 23 cm copper wheel rotating at 3700 rpm.

Ribbons thus

produced were 1-2 mm wide, ^-0.02 mm thick, and of varying lengths up to
30 meters.

Brittle ribbons were rejected, and to further ascertain the

noncrystallinity of the ductile ribbons we relied on the X-ray exami
nation, using either a diffractometer or a powder camera.

Magnetizations

of the ribbons were measured in a vibrating-sample magnetometer under a
magnetic field of up to 20 kOe in the temperature range 4.2-lOOOK.

The

annealing behavior of the amorphous ribbons was studied by monitoring the
magnetization (M) under a constant field of 50 Oe while the temperature
was rising at a rate of about 2° per minute.

Comparison of previous (17)

and our results indicated that the low-field responses were more sensitive
to the onset of magnetic and crystallization transitions than saturating
fields above 7.5 kOe.

The low-field M vs. T spectra allow the Curie (T^)

and two crystallization (T^-j and T^g) temperatures to be determined.

T^
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is obtained by extrapolating to M=0 the first descending portion of the
M vs. T curve, while T^-j and

^re taken as the temperatures where M

shows a change in slope in the segment after passing T^.
For the identification of the crystalline phases> ribbons containing
4 and 6 at.% Be were sealed in quartz tubes under a residual pressure of
6x10"^ torr and annealed for two hours slightly above T^-j or

The

annealed ribbons were examined by the X-ray powder method.
Wet chemical analyses on the ribbons gave results on the Be content
which are compared with the nominal values in Table 1.
ancies exist for the first two ternary alloys.

Serious discrep

The report that Be was

nondetectable in the FeggB-jgBeg ribbon was particularly disturbing
because analysis by Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) together with ion
bombardment clearly showed the presence of Be in the bulk of the ribbons.
In the AES experiments, random sections of each alloy in ribbon form
about 1 cm long and 0.1-0.2 cm wide, were mounted in the Auger spectrom
eter which consisted of a Physical Electronics Model 10-155 cylindrical
mirror analyzer with a coaxial 5 keV electron gun.
energy resolution of 0.6%.

The analyzer has an

The electron beam had 3 keV energy, a beam

current of 2.0 yA and a spot size of approjcimately 100 microns. Intensive
"i*
2
Ar ion bombardment at 3 keV with a current density near 100 yA/cm was
required to prevent reabsorption of carbon- and oxygen-bearing gases onto
the sample surface; otherwise carbon and oxygen strongly affect the Auger
lineshape of the B and Be atoms.

The Auger spectra reported here were

taken only after the 0(510 eV) and C(272 eV) peaks had disappeared into
the noise leve.1.

From their relative sensitivity factors (18), the sur

face concentration of either element was estimated to be less than 0.1

Table 1.

Magnetization (M^) at 18 kOe and 4.2K, Fe moment (Upg)' Curie (T^) and two

0

Mg,
emu/g

ype»

190+1

1.98+.01

371+2

400+3

not
observed

0

0

% Be by weight
analyzed®
nominal

0

Alloy

—1

crystallization temperatures of '^®82^18-x^®x

Txe'-c

"^^82^18

0

^®82®16®®2

0.38

not
detected

198+2

2.14+.04

339+2

416+5

471+2

^^82^14864

0.76

0.071

200+2

2.21+.05

313+5

397+2

466+5

0.95

0.77

194+1

2.04+.01

1.14

1.10

189+2

2.02+.03

^^82^1
'^®82®12®®6

^Subject to +10% uncertainty.

not available
303+2

390+5

458+5
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at.%, which was insufficient to affect the KVV spectra of B or Be.

For the Mossbauer experiments, the glassy, as-quenched ribbons 2 mm
wide, 15 mm long and approximately 0.02 mm thick, were placed parallel to
each other and attached to a plastic substrate by vacuum grease and used
as absorbers.

In the annealing experiments, ribbons were sealed into a

-7
quartz tube and after evacuating down to 2x10" torr were placed in a pre
heated furnace at annealing temperatures indicated below for 2-3 hours.
For low temperature measurements the ribbons, were held in place on a
beryllium disk by vacuum grease and clamped onto a copper rod which was
connected to the liquid nitrogen reservoir in a stainless steel cryostat
wi th a beryl 1i um wi ndow.
The Mossbauer spectra were obtained with a Ranger Electronics
spectrometer coupled with a TMC 1024 channel analyzer operated in both
constant acceleration and Region of Interest (ROI) modes.
foil was used in velocity calibration.

An Armco iron

A typical iron spectrum has an

inner line width of 0.25 mm/sec and an isomer shift of -0.214 mm/sec
relative to the source at room temperature.

The source is 11.5 mCi

57

Co

in copper matrix with a line width of 0.107 mm/sec.

All the spectra taken
O
throughout the experiments contained approximately (150-450)xl0 counts

per channel in each 1024-channel spectrum.
Ingots of the Fe-B-Au alloys were prepared by induction melting of
the constituents under argon atmosphere in a quartz crucible.

The alloys

were quenched onto the surface of a copper wheel moving with a linear
speed of 55 m/sec.
obtained.

Ribbons of 0.02 mm thick and about 1 mm wide were

The addition of Au to Fe-B made the ternary alloys very

difficult to be quenched into amorphous ribbons.

Although continuous
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ribbons could be obtained by using a low surface speed (less than 30
m/sec), the resulting ribbons were not amorphous.

Linear speeds of

around 55 m/sec caused the ribbons to be very thin and thus provided
the high quenching rate needed to obtain amorphous ribbons.

As the Au

content was increased, the wheel speed had to be increased and higher
melt temperatures were needed.

The resulting lower viscosity of the melt

made it easier for the melt to flow on the wheel surface and provide con
tinuous ribbons.

When the Au content was increased to over 2 at.%, no

completely amorphous ribbons were obtained.
The chemical compositions of the ribbons were determined by wet
chemistry and by electron microprobe methods and the results are listed in
Table 2.

The microprobe analysis indicates a composition close to the

nominal in all cases, but the wet chemical analysis indicate lower Au
content than the nominal in the one alloy designated as FeggB-jyAu-i q.

The

magnetization of the as-quenched ribbons was measured at 4.2K in a vi
brating sample magnetometer (VSM).

Thermomagnetic scans (M vs. T) of these

alloys were taken in the VSM in the temperature range of 295 to 101 OK with
a heating rate of lOK/min below 600K and 2K/min beyond that temperature.
Similar thermomagnetic scans were taken of another alloy of analyzed
composition, Feg^B^^AUg.

Ribbons of that alloy were also sealed in

quartz capsules with a residual pressure of 2x10"^ torr.

The ribbons were

annealed at 568K, 678K, 708K, 758K, 793K, and 884K for 25 minutes by
introducing each capsule into a copper block maintained at the annealing
temperature.

The temperature reported above are the average temperatures

for the last 15,minutes of annealing, during which time less than IK
variation was observed.

The thermocouple was also attached to the copper

Table 2.

Comparison of nominal and analyzed compositions of Fe-B-Au alloys

Alloy

Nominal Au weight %

Analyzed Au weight %
by
by electron
microprobe analysis®
wet chemical analysis®

2.62

2.87

2.7

PeggB-jyAui 0

3.97

2.80

4.5

^^82^16.5^"l.5

5.85

5.86

6.9

^^82^7.5'^%.5

®The results are subject to +^10% uncertainty.
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block.

The block and the capsule were removed from the furnace and air-

cooled.

The magnetization of these annealed ribbons was also measured

at 4.2K in the VSM.

The crystalline phases of the ribbons were determined

by X-ray diffraction by the Debye-Scherrer method and with a diffractometer
using a step-scan method with 0.04 degree steps with either a constant
intensity count of 2000 or a 60 second time constant.
The Fe-B-Be specimens used in the RDF experiments were sections of
the same ribbons on which the magnetization measurements were conducted.
The FegyB^g, ^^82^12^^6'
the same equipment.

^^82^12^6

prepared in ribbon form using

A short section of each ribbon was mounted on a

goniometer with both the long axis and the large lateral axis initially
normal to the incident X-ray beam.
transmission mode with a 0-20 scan.

The intensities were measured in a
The X-ray source was a standard focus

molybdenum target tube operated at 60KV and 25mA.

The scattered MoK^

radiation was selected with a graphite monochromator using the (.002),
planes and a 2a value of 12.2°.

The detection system consisted of a

scintillation counter, linear amplifier, pulse height analyzer, and a
sealer-timer.

The data collection system was under computer control.

Diffracted intensities were measured at room temperature from
20=3.0° to 96° at a A20 interval of 0.20° (from k=0.5 to 12.9Â~\
X=0.7107Â).

The intensities were obtained in the form of time needed for

a fixed number of counts (2000 for the specimens, 500 for background,
i.e., without a specimen present) to reach the detector.

This method

helped to keep the statistics uniform over the angular range.
varied from 60 seconds to over 1200 seconds per data point.

The time
Long term

instrumental drift and varying air scatter problems for these long
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counting times are to be expected, but these problems may be minimized by
accumulating and averaging data over several scans.

However, the data

used in this experiment came from one scan and in the analyses
10.OÂ'^ was used instead of

since we observed a spurious

rise of the intensity from some specimens beyond k=10.0Â"\
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III.

DATA REDUCTION METHOD FOR RADIAL DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS .

The radial distribution function (RDF) is calculated from the
structure sensitive part of the coherent X-ray scattering from a specimen
using the Fourier integral (19):
RDF = 4Trr^p(r) = Airr^p^ + (Er/ir)

k [S(k)-l]sin(kr)dk

(1)

where S(k) is called the total interference function or structure factor;
r is the distance in angstroms from any arbitrary atom taken as the
origin;

is the average scattering density of the specimen and is

proportional to the bulk density and k = 4TTsin0/x, as defined previously.
To obtain the structure sensitive intensity from the scattered X-ray
intensity, several of the usual corrections have to be made.

The data

are corrected for background and then for absorption in the transmission
geometry used.

The absorption correction is of the form

Ioo/l2e = Mt(l -sec2e)/{ exp [yt(l -sec20)] -1}

(2)

where y is the absorption coefficient and t is the thickness of the sample.
The polarization correction is of the form
P = (cos^2a + cos^20)/(l + cos^2a)
where
ite)..

2a

is the monochromator angle

(.3)

(2a=12 . 2 °

for

(.002)

No correction was made for multiple scattering.

planes of graph
The intensity data

now contain both structure sensitive and independent coherent scattering
and the incoherent (Compton) scattering.

The amount of Compton correction

needed is a bit elusive and cannot experimentally be determined precisely.
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A multiplier of the Compton correction (called a discrimination function
varying from 0 to 1) is determined by assuming that at high values of 20
there is almost no structure sensitive scattering and the observed
scattering is made up of independent coherent and Compton scattering.
Hence, the experimental data can be normalized to the theoretical
scattering and the data should oscillate about the value of 1 and decay
to 1.

To enforce this requirement, the discrimination function of the

Compton is adjusted.

However, the greater the degree of atomic order in

the specimen, the greater

must be in order for the above assumption

to be valid, and normalization errors can be made when one tries to
enforce this requirement.

Metallic glasses tend to have structure sen

sitive coherent scattering at quite large k values.

Therefore, in this

work, normalization was done both at high k values and by the integral
- 008k^
RDF method with a sharpening function of the gaussian form, e *
,
which had the effect of minimizing any dependent coherent scattering at
high k and making the assumption applicable.
The experimental coherent scattering is adjusted by subtracting the
independent coherent scattering in the following manner:
Structure factor = S(k) =
2

]/<f>^

(4)

2

where <f > = Ec-f-, <f> = Zc.f. with f. = atomic scattering factor
J J

J J

J

adjusted for anomalous scattering (fj = fj + Afl + iAf") and Cj = atomic
concentration of the jth atom.

The expression 4irr p(,r)dr gives the number of atoms in a spherical
shell of thickness dr and radius r about any arbitrary origin atom.

A

numerical integration of Eq. (1) yields 4TTr p(r) and the areas under the

peaks in the RDF curve give the number of atoms related to these peaks.
It should be immediately apparent that careful and consistent scaling of
the data to the theoretical scattering is needed to obtain reliable
information on the number of atoms.

However, reliable information can

still be obtained about the peak position from the reduced RDF integral
G(r) = 4Trr[p(r) - p^] = Z/ir

k [S(k)-l]sin(kr)dk

since G(r) requires no knowledge of

(5)

and is not as sensitively depen

dent on the normalization factor as in the RDF in Eq. (1).
The limits of the integrals in Eq. (1) and (5) are k=0 and <».

The

function k[S(k)-l] s F{k) is limited to k„.„ and hence the integral has
lUaX
to be truncated which introduces a step function.

In the Fourier integral

theorem, a step function will transform as oscillations with period, Ar =
27r/kmax

the transformed space (r space).

Therefore, it is important

that F(k) be very close to zero at the upper limit of the integral.

Since

there are perceptible deviations from zero in F(k) at the k^^^ usually
encountered, an artificial temperature factor (a damping factor) is intro
duced to smooth out these oscillations.

The effect of the factor is to

reduce the contribution of F(k) at high k values to the final integral,
thus minimizing the amplitude of ripples caused by the finite termination
of the integral limit and the amplitude of those caused by any spurious
peaks at large k with period of Ar = Wkpg^j^.
k
G(r) =

The integral now becomes:

Bk^
F(k) e~

sin(kr)dk

(6)

Bk2
where B is chosen so that at k

, e~

=0.1.

The temperature factor
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can also cause broadening in the peaks and may obscure small shoulders on
the peaks, however.
Another consequence of a finite limit of the integral in 6(r) is the
effective introduction of a window function (20), M(k)
where

M(k) = 1

0 < k < k^^^

M(k) =0

k >

G(r) is effectively convolution broadened by the function m(r) which is
a cosine Fourier Transform of M(r)
m(r) = 1/TT/M(k) cos (kr)dk =

.

(7)

^max^
For k^gx = 10.0Â"\ the broadening of the peak width at half-maximum is
3.8/kmaj( = 0.38Â which makes separation of the first peak in G(r) into
two or three peaks very difficult in binary metallic glasses when the size
difference (r^-r2)/ri<30%.
The integral G{r) in the work was evaluated with k^^^ = 10.OÂ"^ and
with a Ar interval of 0.05 up to r^^^ = 15.

An evaluation with Ar = 0.02

did not significantly improve the resolution of the peaks.
curves contained the expected oscillations at r<2A.

The G{r)

It is expected that

[d6(r)/dr]^ ^ = -4%#^
and G(r) should be a straight line for r values less than the diameter of
the smallest atom.

Therefore, the oscillations are obviously spurious and

are artifacts of the Fourier transformation process resulting from a finite
kmax termination of F(k).

This was confirmed by varying B in Eq. (6)

until the oscillations disappeared, or by a process of removing those
oscillations at r<2Â and Fourier transforming G(r) to obtain F(,k) and
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comparing this

to the experimental Fg^pfk).

Obtaining the

profile of Fg^p(k) is taken as a good indication of the spurious origin of
the oscillations at r<2Â.
(21) has been widely used.

This method first introduced by Kaplow et al.
It also has the benefit of improving the

erroneous normalization of experimental data.

Wagner (20) recommends

against using this procedure since it removes only the oscillations at
small values of r.

Instead, he suggests varying F(k) in a self-consistent

manner, through the discrimination function of this Compton scattering.
However, the main peak positions in G(r) are unaffected by the specific
procedure used because any oscillations at higher r values are within the
noise level.
The number of nearest neighbors was calculated from the area under
the first maximum (minumum to minimum) in the complete RDF curve.

This

curve was calculated from
RDF 5 4nr^p = rG(r) + Airr^p^
where the

values used are experimental values from published data.

(8)
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IV.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A.

1.

Fe-B-Be

Magnetic and thermomaqnetic behavior
As might be expected, the amorphous ribbons of all five alloys

displayed little magnetic anisotropy.

Hence the ribbons readily attained

Mg at moderate applied fields below 10 kOe.

The

emu/g at 18 kOe and 4.2K are listed in Table 1.

values obtained in
A trend is seen in that the

substitution of Be for B led first to an increase in

from 190 emu/g

for FeggB^g to a maximum of 200 emu/g for FeggB^^Be^, then to a steady
decrease when the Be content exceeded 4 at.%.

Using the analyzed com

positions to calculate the atomic weight of each alloy and assuming that
only the iron atoms carry moments, the emu/g values are converted into
average Bohr magneton numbers per iron atom (ypg)*

The deduced

values

shown in Table 1 reveal the same trend despite the composition uncertainty
in the first two ternary alloys.

Note that the maximum

value of 2.2pg

for the 4 at.% Be alloy is about the same as the atomic moment in the
crystalline iron (22) and is higher than
"amorphous" iron at 4.2K (23).

= 2.0pg extrapolated for the

These comparisons signify the benefit of

the initial substitution of Be for B in the amorphous Fe-B alloys.
The measured Tq of the amorphous alloys are listed in Table 1.
effect of Be on T^ is seen to be monotonically decreasing.

The

The T^ drop

from 371°C for FeggB^g to 303°C for Fegg^ig^Gg amounts to a nontrivial
10.6%.

Also worth noting are the different trends in which

or {jp^ and

Tq vary with the Be content.

The changes in the magnetic response (M) with temperature at H = 50
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Oe are shown for the ribbons containing 2, 4, and 6 at.% Be in Figure 1.
The experimental data on

and

the alloys are listed in Table 1.

Our M vs. T curve for the binary FeggB^g (not shown) agrees qualitatively
with previous work (17) in that this alloy displayed only one crystalli
zation stage.
were observed.

For the ternary alloys, at least two crystallization stages
Also, it appears that Be has the effect of widening the

paramagnetic region between Tq and T^-j, but this may result from a
lowering of T^ and not from any appreciable increase in T^y

The X-ray

results of the annealing experiments on F®82^18-x®®x indicate that at
l>T^-j, the ribbons crystallize to produce an a-Fe phase.

Annealing the

ribbons at l^T^g yielded another phase which was identified as FegB.
Using the reported lattice parameter (a^) data for crystalline Fe-Be
solid solutions (24), the values of a.^ deduced from the d spacings listed
in Table 3 imply the presence of Be in the a-Fe phase.
Two aspects of the magnetic behavior of the present amorphous alloys
are considered unusual in comparison with the FeiQQ_^(M, M')^ alloys.
First, the effect of Be on

and

in the present alloys is not

monotonically increasing or decreasing as was the case with M' in the
latter alloys (5).

Certainly, the reversal from an initial increase to

a decrease in Mg and
metalloid alloys.

beyond 4 at.% Be has not been observed in the Fe-

Second, the change (increase or decrease) in T^ has

always been parallel to the change in pp^ in the Fe-(M, M') alloys, but
such parallelism did not appear in the present alloys.
values show a monotonie decrease with the Be content.
increase in

Instead, their T^
While the initial

and yp^ may be ascribed to the lower charge transfer of Be

by virtue of its divalency as against trivalency of B, the subsequent
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Figure 1.

Thermomagnetic data showing the annealing behavior of three
amorphous F"eg2Bi3_j^Bej^ alloys

Table 3.

Annealing temperatures, d-spacings, crystallographic indices, hkl, and annealing
products of Fe-Be-Be alloys
693K

Alloy

''®82^14^®4

d

hkl

758K
phase

2.0251
2.0267
1.4340
1.0107
1.1654

1103
no
200
220
211

a-Fe(Be).
a-Fe{Be).
a-Fe(Be)
a-Fe(Be)
a-Fe(Be)

2.0333
2.0328
1.4379
1.0119
1.0116
1.1651
1.1652

1103
110
200
220a]
220a2
211a]
211a2

a- Fe(Be)
a- Fe(Be)
a- Fe(Be)
a- Fe(Be)
a- Fe(Be)
a-•Fe(Be)
a- Fe(Be)

d

2.0277
1.6309
1.4319
1.1988
1.1713
1.0148
0.9071
0.8243
0.7677

hkl

793K
phase

110
202
200

a-Fe(Be)

211
220
310
222
321

a-Fe(Be)
a-Fe(Be)
a-Fe(Be)
a-Fe(Be)
a-Fe(Be)

FeoB
a-Fe(Be)

d

hkl

phase

3.6320
2.0301
2.1068
2.0323
1.6311
1.4366
1.1671
1.0124
1.0125
0.9060
0.9058

110
1103
002
110
202
200
211
220a]
220a2
310al
310a2

Fe2B
a-Fe(Be)
Fe2B
a-Fe(Be)
Fe2B
a-Fe(Be)
a-Fe(Be)
a-Fe(Be)
a-Fe(Be)
a-Fe(Be)
a-Fe(Be)

3.6329
2.0323
2.1101
2.0328
1.6271
1.4375
1.1659
1.0124
1.0125
0.9061
0.9060

110
no
002
no
202
200
211
220a]
220a2
310a]
310a2

Fe2B
a-Fe(Be)
Fe2B
a-Fe(Be)
Fe2B
a-Fe(Be)
a-Fe(Be)
a-Fe(Be)
a-Fe(Be)
a-Fe{Be)
a-Fe(Be)

Table 3.

(Continued)
758K

693K
Alloy

hkl
2.0244
2.0274
1.1637
1.0107

2.0301
2.0287
1.4322
1.1661
1.0406
0.9044

1103
110

211
220

1103
110
200
211
220
310

phase

hkl

793K
phase

a-Fe(Be)
a-Fe(Be)
a-Fe(Be)
a-Fe(Be)

a-•Fe(Be)
a- Fe(Be)
a-•Fe(Be)
a-•Fe(Be)
a- Fe(Be)
a- Fe(Be)

hkl
3.6698
2.5861
2.0323
2.1210
2.0335
1.9450
1.6408
1.4360
1.1676
1.0130
1.0129
0.9064
0.9062

3.6775
2.0282
2.1232
2.0272
1.6435
1.1669
1.0107
1.0111
0.9047
0.9048

110
110
002
110
202
211
220ai
220a2
310ai
3100%

Fe2B
a-Fe(Be)
Fe2B
a-Fe(Be)
Fe2B
a-Fe(Be)
a-Fe(Be)
a-Fe(Be)
a-Fe(.Be).
.a-Fe(Be)

phase

no
200
1103
002
110

Fe2B
Fe2B
a-Fe(Be)
Fe2B
a-Fe(Be)

202
200
211
220ai
2200?
310ai
310a2

Fe2B
a-Fe(Be)
a-Fe(Be)
a-Fe(Be)
a-Fe(Be)
a-Fe(Be)
a-Fe(Be)
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decrease in

and

is difficult to understand unless the higher con

tents of Be led to the formation of a second phase, which was not so
strongly ferromagnetic.

This possibility was quickly ruled out, however,

because reexamination of the X-ray powder patterns of the 5 and 6 at.% Be
alloys showed no evidence of a second phase, either amorphous or crystal
line.

Subsequently, we resorted to other techniques and examined the

ribbons of the binary and all four ternary alloys by Auger electron
spectroscopy (AES) and Mossbauer spectroscopy (MS) at room temperature.
Detailed descriptions of the new results are given below.
2.

Auger electronic spectroscopy as a probe of the electronic structure
Figures 2 and 3 show the Auger spectrum of FeggB^^Be^ and '^632^13^^5'

respectively, in the energy range 75 to 200 eV under conditions of nearly
identical spectrometer gain.

These spectra were reproducible and repre

sentative of several measurements taken at various positions along the
ribbon length.

The Auger transition energies used in these figures were

measured at the largest negative-going peaks of the spectra.

The most

significant result, evident from comparing Figures 2 and 3, is that the
Be KVV transition for x=4 occurs at 92.3 eV but for x=5 it appears at
106.2 eV.

Such a large energy shift of 13.9 eV for such a small change

in composition is rare.

Spectra taken (not shown) for x=2 show the Be

KVV transition at the same lower energy as for x=4, while that for x=6
show the Be KVV transition at 106 eV, close to that for x=5.

Therefore,

we conclude that there is a large shift in the energy of the Be KVV
transition between 4 and 5 at.% Be.

No transition was observed near 106

eV (at the five percent level) for x<4 and near 9.2 eV (at the ten percent
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Auger electron spectrum of sputter-cleaned amorphous FeggB^^Be^
showing the Fe M-jVV transition at 85.5 eV, the Be KVV transi
tion at 92.3 eV and the B KVV transition at 180.5 eV
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Auger electron spectrum of sputter-cleaned amorphous
'^®82®13^®5* There is a large shift in the Be KVV transition
from 92.3 eV shown in Figure 2 to 106.2 eV
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level) for x>5.

In contrast to the Be KVV spectra, few changes were

observed for the B KVV transition at 180 eV, nor for any of the Auger
transitions,of Fe.
The energy shift of the Be KVV transition correlates very well with
the magnetic behavior of the amorphous alloys because the shift occurs
between x=4 and 5 where

and

also display a reversal.

Our appli

cation of AES has thus succeeded in reinforcing the revelation from the
magnetic data that the Feg2Big_^Be^ alloys undergo a drastic change in
the electronic structure from x=4 to x=5.
Before discussing the implications of the Be KVV energy shift, it is
instructive to recall that a similar shift has been observed between Be
and BeO.

The KVV Auger transition for the Be metal is a single asymmetric

peak at 104 eV (25).

This peak arises mainly from the K2p2p Auger transi

tion, whereas the asymmetry comes about because of an initial state
screening in the Be metal, which enhances the K2s2p transition on the low
energy side (26).

For BeO, a series of Auger lines were observed at and

below 94 eV, which were attributed to interatomic transitions of the type
K0(2sp)0(2sp) (27).

Because all of the Be valence electrons in the oxide

have been transferred to the LOGS of oxygen, the final state holes origi
nate in the 2sp LDOS of oxygen.

The present observation of a shift in the

Be KVV Auger spectrum from 106 to 9.2 eV in the '^682®18-x^®x amorphous
alloys can also be explained by assuming a charge transfer of the 2sp
valence electrons from the LDOS of Be.

In alloys with x<4, the shift

occurs much like the charge transfer envisioned for BeO, whereas in alloys
with x>5, the Be valence electrons are retained in the LDOS of Be similar
to that of the Be metal.

Since none of the amorphous alloys displayed
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both the 106 and the 92 eV lines, the charge transfer for x<4 must involve
nearly all of the Be atoms.

This implies that a complete change in the

local environment of all of the Be atom sites occurs when x goes from 4
to 5.
After having established the removal of the 2sp electrons from the Be
LDOS for x<4, it is only natural to ask:
There are three possibilities:

"Where have the electrons gone?"

(1) they could to go the LDOS of B, (2)

they could appear in the LDOS of Fe, or (3) they could reside in the
delocalized conduction band.

Consider first the LDOS of boron.

At x=4,

which amounts to ^29% of the B concentration, and because there are two
valence electrons to be transferred per Be atom, the increase in the
electron concentration of the B LDOS would be appreciable.

Such an

increase plus the fact that the B KVV Auger spectrum is also band-like
would produce an observable change in the LVV spectrum of B.

Figures 2

and 3 show no changes in the lineshape for the B(180) Auger transition,
however.

Therefore, the first possibility is ruled out.

Now if the Be

valence electrons are transferred to Fe, the change in the Auguer spec
trum of Fe is expected to be much less than that for B.

This is partly

because the Fe Auger transitions are predominantly quasiatomic and partly
because the concentration of Fe is 5-6 times higher than Be.

Hence, any

LDOS changes for Fe would be very difficult to observe in the Auger
spectrum of Fe.

Little or no change in the Mg

4^2,3'^2,3^®°° eV), 4^2,3^4^5(660 eV)., or the

eV), M^VV(86 eV),
g(700 eV) Fe Auger

transitions was observed for any of the alloys investigated.

Recently

Jennison (28) has shown that the pd contribution to the M-jVV Auger line of
copper is band-like.

By analogy, the same transition in Fe should also be
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band-like.

Unfortunately, the energy range of the pd contribution to the

weak Fe M-jVV line falls near the 92 eV peak of Be for x<4, thereby making
it impossible to detect any changes in the M^VV line.

This awkward

situation has prevented us from deciding whether the LDOS of Fe or the
conduction band density of states has been affected by the loss of the Be
valence electrons for x<4.
Despite the uncertainty on the whereabouts of the transferred 2sp
electrons of Be, our Auger results have furnished significant information
on the Feg2B^g_^Be^ metallic glasses in two aspects.

First, a charge

transfer of the type usually found only in ionic compounds has been
established in metallic glasses.

Second, the presence of this charge

transfer for x<4 and its absence for x>5 correlate remarkably well with
the reversal of the

and

values upon increasing x from 4 to 5.

The

Auger results have thus substantiated our previous conclusion drawn from
magnetic data that fundamental changes occur in the electronic structure
between x=4 and 5 in this system.
In this section, we have demonstrated that the analysis of the
energies and lineshape of KVV Auger transition of glass-forming elements
in metallic glasses offers a new, sensitive method for probing the LDOS
of this class of materials.

Auger analysis should prove more generally

applicable than either Mossbauer spectroscopy or NMR spectroscopy, which
are restricted to certain nuclei.

The AES method suffers no such restric

tion because the TM-M metallic glasses always contain the sp elements with
band-like KVV Auger spectra.

The method also has a distinct advantage

over the photoemission valence-band study, especially in the multicomponent glasses of conmercial interest.

While the photoemission study
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probes the total valence band density of states and not the contributions
of individual elements, AES can separately determine the LDOS of each
element by virtue of its requirement for an initial core hole.

Hence,

AES has the potential to isolate the effects of various elements in a
particular system.

We expect that Auger analysis of the KVV transitions

will complement other techniques in the study of the electronic and
magnetic properties of this large class of materials.
Note:

The Auger electron spectroscopy work reported in this section

was done in collaboration with A. J. Bevolo of the Solid State Physics
Division of Ames Laboratory who performed the Auger experiments.

Further

details are reported in a journal article entitled, "Probing the Elec
tronic Structure of Amorphous Alloys by Auger XVV Transition Glass-Forming
Elements," by A. J. Bevolo, C. S. Seven'n, and C. W. Chen, submitted to
Phys. Rev. Lett.
3.

MOssbauer spectroscopy
a.

Hyperfine-field distribution and isomer shift

The MOssbayer

spectra for the I^SsE^lS-x^^x ^lloy (Figure 4) are similar in appearance
to those of other amorphous alloys having Fe as the only magnetic atom.
The results of a distribution of isomer shifts (ô), quadrupole shifts
(E or E') and hyperfine field

are manifested in several overlapping
!

absorption patterns.

There are well defined six-line patterns, but these

are broadened with the outermost peaks being affected the most.

The

broadened lines are usually a good indication of a distribution of hyper
fine interaction and therefore, a number of inequivalent Fe sites.

There

is an asymmetry in the amplitude between the left and right hand set of
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Figure 4.

^^Fe MOssbauer spectra of amorphous Fe««B,.Be^ and Feg^B-joBeg
at 300K and 77K
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lines and this may be interpreted as a linear correlation between the
isomer shift and the hyperfine splitting distributions (29).
The spectra were first analyzed using a six Lorentzian line fit to
yield the average effective magnetic field, Rgff» and the average isomer
shift, 6, the values for which at 300K are displayed in Figures 5 and 6,
respectively.

There is an apparently discontinuity in the values of both

and 6 between x=4 and x=5.

The corresponding values at 77K for

(Figure 7) and 6 (Figure 8) still indicate significant changes between
x=4 and x=5, although the magnitude of the changes is less at 77K, an
effect which may be attributed to a decrease in the spin-wave stiffness
constant in the alloy with 5 at.% Be.
differences in the

(See section C-3.)

However, the

values at 77K and 300K for all the samples con

taining Be are large compared to those of crystalline ferromagnets.

For

example, Hg^^ for Feg^B-j^Be^ is 295 kOe at 77K and 254 kOe at 300K while
the corresponding change in Hg^^ for iron is about 7 kOe.

Chien (7) has

attributed this difference to an increased excitation of long wavelength
spin waves in amorphous ferromagnets compared to crystalline ferromagnets.
On a Rhodes-Wohlfarth plot of p^/p^ vs. T q , where p^ is the saturation
moment per magnetic atom and p^ is the effective moment per atom deduced
from the Curie constant,
C = NQ

Pc(Pc + 2)/3kg,

(9)

this would imply that the crystalline ferromagnets would be closer to the
local limit of 1 than would the Fe82®18-x^®x

(30).

The MOssbauer data were also analyzed in terms of a distribution of
the magnetic hyperfine field by the Window method (31, 32, 33} which
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The isomer shift of amorphous F682®18-x^®x alloys at 300K
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Fe

hyperfine field distribution function P(H) in amorphous
Be^ ((Kx<6) at 77K:
field,
and

Hi = effective magnetic hyperfine

= average effective magnetic hyperfine field;
= effective hyperfine fields at which P(H)^0 on low and

high fields sides of P(H); AH = width of P(H)
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The isomer shift of amorphous FeQ2Big_^Be^ alloys at 77K
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assumes that quadrupolè splittings and isomer shift effects on the
broadening of the peaks in the spectra are negligible.

Intermetallic

compounds of transition metal-metalloid compounds show only minor
variation in isomer shift (34), and Chien (7) has indicated that there
is almost no apparent quadrupole interaction for an amorphous magnetic
ordered solid.

(However, it must be mentioned that Ok and Morrish

(35) have also shown that broadening caused by the distribution
of quadrupole splitting is not negligible in FeggB^g^'^s'^

From resultant

distribution functions of the effective magnetic field, P(H), obtained by
Fourier series expansion, the most probable value of the effective
magnetic hyperfine field,
alloys.

, was obtained for each of the f^®82^18-x^®x

These values are shown in Figure 7 together with the width of

P(H), AH, and values of

and H^^ which are the effective magnetic hyper

fine fields at which P(H) approaches zero on the low-field and high-field
side of the distribution function, respectively.

From Figure 7, it can

be seen that all these values, except for AH which remain constant at
80 kOe, follow the trend observed in the average magnetic moment (ûpg),
Hg^^ and 6 as the Be content is changed.

Further details on the signifi

cance of the parameters obtained by the Window procedure are given else
where (36).

The proportional behavior of the Ppg and H^^^ has also been

noted in both crystalline and amorphous Fe-metalloid systems (37, 38, 39).
If it is assumed that the charge transfer observed in the alloys with
x^ is from Be to Fe, then the increase in ypg and H^^^ may be explained
in terms of the Stoner band model (40).

Even though the density of states

is large near the Fermi level and it is energetically favorable to have a
large number of unpaired electrons, i.e., a large exchange energy
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splitting, the maximum possible magnetism may not be obtained because the
number of electrons is less than the optimal amount.

Furthermore, the

shape of the density of states and the concentration of electrons are
dependent on composition (40).

The transferred electrons may go to the

spin up or spin down substates and the relative amount of charge transfer
determines whether

and

will increase.

In the alloys with x<4,

it can be assumed that the charge transfer served to increase the exchange
splitting.
The isomer shift in

cy

Fe is related to a change in the 3s electron

density resulting from the change in the shielding effect of the 3d
electrons (41).

The isomer shift becomes more negative as the 3s electron

density is increased and this increase can result from a decrease in 3d
electron density.

Therefore, the change in the isomer shift values of

-0.032 mm/sec for samples with x<4 to -0.050 mm/sec for samples with x>4
is understandable if it is assumed that because there is no charge
transfer from Be to Fe for samples with x>4 (42) the 3d electron
density is lower in these alloys compared to that in alloys with x<4.
The isomer shift reflects the state of the chemical environment, and the
change in the local coordination number and Fe-Fe interatomic distance
detected in these alloys (Section C-3) is sufficient to affect 6.

Also,

Hasegawa (43) has attributed the changes in the density of Fe-B-Be alloys
to a change in the sites that the Be atoms occupy as the Be content is
changed.
b.

Crystallization products

The Mbssbauer spectrum at 300K for

^^82^18 annealed at 693K for 3 hours is shown in Figure 9a.

From data of

the X-ray experiments, an a-Fe phase is one of the phases that is expected
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(a)

Fe Mossbauer spectrum of amorphous Fe82Bi8

annealing at 693K for 3 ,hours,

300K after

(b) the spectrum of the

remaining phase after subtracting the a-Fe contribution
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to emerge after the ribbons are annealed at 693K which is 20K higher
than the crystallization temperature.

Figure 9b is the Mossbauer

spectrum which results when the a-Fe contribution is subtracted from the
spectrum of Figure 9a.

From the X-ray data and from a comparison of the

spectrum in Figure 9b with that published for tetragonal Fe^B (38), it
can be concluded that the F^sz^lS undergoes a one stage crystallization
resulting in the a-Fe and Fe^B crystallization phases.
When Be is added to FeggB-jg, two crystallization stages are observed.
The spectra for FeggB-j^Be^ and FeggB^^^eg samples annealed for 3 hours
at 693K, which is between

and

are shown in Figure 10.

Six sharp

a-Fe lines together with six more broadened lines were present, the
latter lines indicative of an amorphous phase.

However, there are low

intensity satellite lines in the region near the inner side of the a-Fe
outermost lines.

Such satellite lines are characteristic features of

dilute solid solutions of Fe-base alloys with the solute occupying
substitutional sites (44, 45, 46).

Mossbauer spectra of solid solutions

of FegyBeg and FeggBe^ were obtained and compared with those shown in
Figure 10.

From the similarity in the spectra and also from the X-ray

data in Table 3, it can be concluded that the a-Fe phase contains Be.
The compositions of the a-Fe-Be solutions in the annealed Feg2Big_^Be^
were determined from the intensity ratio of the satellite lines and
corresponding outer Fe line and using the expression (47),
P(c.n) = (®)(l-c)"c®-"

(10)

which gives the probability that an iron in a bcc matrix has n nearest
neighbors for a given Be concentration, c.

The FegyBg and FeggBey were
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57Fe MBssbauer spectra of amorphous FeggB-j^Be^ and FeggB^gBeg,
at 300K after annealing at 693K for 3 hours
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used as standards.

The Be content in a-Fe-Be solid solutions was

determined to vary from 3.5 to 5 at.%.
The samples annealed for 2 hours at 758K (EOK^T^g) yielded the
FegB intermetallic phase.
'^®82®14^®4

Figure 11 shows the Mossbauer spectra for

'^®82^13®®5 samples annealed at 758K, in which the well-

defined six-line pattern for the a-Fe-Be solid solutions together with
a six-line pattern with smaller splitting that is due to FegB, can be
seen.

The intensity ratio of the satellite lines to the outer a-Fe-Be

lines is now reduced, indicating a lower Be content due to more Fe
having precipitated out of the metastable amorphous phase.

The reduction

in the lattice constant of the Fe-Be obtained from the X-ray data
(Table 3) confirmed this effect (24).
The relative intensity ratio of the MGssbauer absorption lines is
related to the magnetic anisotropy.

As is discussed in more detail

elsewhere (36), the magnetization is aligned close to the ribbon plane
for the samples annealed between T^-j and T^g' but it is randomly oriented
for samples annealed beyond T^g-

This effect can be attributed to a

reduction in the lattice strain when the metastable amorphous phase
present below T^g is crystallized at temperatures beyond T^gNote:

The Mossbauer spectroscopy work on this section was done in

collaboration with M. C. Lin of the Solid State Physics Division of Ames
Laboratory, who performed the Mossbauer experiments.

Further details may

be found in a journal article entitled, "Mossbauer Effect Study of IronBoron-Beryllium Metallic Glasses," by M. C. Lin, C. S. Severin, R. G.
Barnes, and C. W. Chen, to be published in Physical Review B.
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57,
^^Fe Mossbauer spectra of amorphous Fe82Bi4Be4 and FeggBisBes
at 300K after annealing at 75BK for 2 hours
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4.

A discussion of charge transfer and the magnetic moment
In order to understand the effect of Be on the average Fe moment,

we must first understand the role played by B.

In both the Auger spectra

shown in Figures 2 and 3, a peak occurs on the shoulder of the B escape
peak at about 10 eV below the B KVV transition (180 eV).
absent in the spectrum for elemental B.

Such a peak is

To explain this result, we recall

that in the X-ray photoemission work of Matsuura et al. (48) on amorphous
Fe-B, a small hump was seen in the intensity versus binding energy plot
at about 10 eV below the Fermi level.

The latter authors attributed this

hump to a newly created bonding state between the 2p electrons of B and
the 3d electrons of Fe.

The existence of such a bonding state had pre

viously been postulated for transition metal-transition metal alloys
by Terakura and Kanamori (49) and for transition metal-hydrogen alloys
(50).

We, therefore, attribute the small peak in our Auger results to a

hybridization of the B 2p and the Fe 3d electrons.

We further attribute

the decrease in the average Fe moment observed in both crystalline FeB
(2) and amorphous Fe-B to such bonding.

This explanation is, however,

contrary to the theory that the decrease in the average Fe moment is
caused by the filling-in of the Fe bands by the electrons transferred from
the B (2).

In this connection, it is worth noting that the existence of

physical charge transfer in the TM-base metallic glasses is in dispute.
O'Handley and Boudreaux (.3), as well as Takacs (51), generally support
the theory of actual charge transfer from the metalloid to Fe, Ni, or Co.
They cite both theoretical and experimental studies which suggest the
close packing of the metalloids in the interstices of the random TM
structure and conclude that this requires the radii of the metalloids to
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be smaller than their covalent radii, and therefore, charge transfer is
suggested by such an arrangement.

The problem of inferring bonding from

interatomic distances alone is addressed by Corbett and Anderegg (52)
based on the Pauling bond orders.

Moreover, Pauling (53) himself supports

the idea of charge transfer from the TM atom to the metalloids.

Even the

results of Brown and Cox (54), based on electron density maps derived
from X-ray and neutron diffraction data indicate the transfer of valence
electrons from B to the 4s states of Fe, not the 3d, in FegB.

Addi

tionally, Alben et al. (55) dispute the theory of charge transfer from
the metalloid to a transition metal on the basis of Switendick's (56)
band theory calculation on Fe^Si which shows the s and p orbitals of Si
lying below the Fe Fermi level.
In view of the various arguments against the charge-transfer model,
it is conceivable that in amorphous Fe-B there is a transfer of charge
from the Fe d-orbitals.

The emergence of a peak at ^170 eV in thé Auger

spectra and the small hump observed in the XPS spectra (48) may be taken
as evidence for this type of charge transfer.

A transfer of d-electrons

from Fe can reduce the Fe average moment if the transfer has effectively
reduced the splitting between the spin-up and spin-down levels.

One may

recall from the Pauling-Slater curves (57) for Fe-Co alloys that a reduc
tion in the average number of outer electrons is accompanied by a reduc
tion in the Fe average moment (10).

Although the magnetic interactions

which result in a change in the Fe moment in Fe-Co may not be applicable
to the Fe-metalloid systems, the fact that a reduction in average Fe
moment accompanying a reduction in the average outer electrons of Fe has
been shown to occur in both alloy systems may be more than coincidental.
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The exact mechanism leading to the decrease of vip^ in the amorphous alloys
containing Be is not known at present.

Since no appreciable differences

were seen in the B lineshape or the position of the B escape peak in the
high resolution Auger spectra for Fe-B (58) and

it is

reasonable to eliminate B and propose Fe as the receptor of the electrons
transferred from Be when x<4 in the ternary alloys.

Then, if the

electrons from Be cause an increase in the d electrons of Fe, this may
be reflected in the observed increase of the average Fe moment.

When the

Be content is greater than 4 at.%, charge transfer from Be suddenly
ceased, and both the number of d electrons per Fe atom and the average Fe
moment began to decrease.
We have not yet addressed the problem as to why Be transfers
electrons for x<4 and does not do so for x>4.

We know that a change in

the local environment and the thermodynamic stability can influence the
physical properties of an alloy.

The Mossbauer data indicate there is a

change in the local environment of the Fe atoms, but this evidence is
indirect from the hyperfine field, whose value is averaged over many
interatomic distances.

However, Hasegawa (43) has reported changes in

density and magnetostriction in '^680®20-x®®x
glasses when the Be content exceeds ^4 at.%.

'^®82-y^®y^l8 metallic
Also, a concentration

dependence has been observed for various physical properties in amorphous
Fe-B, such as a change in density (59, 60), a change in the coordination
number for the Fe atom (15) and a change in the average Fe moment [61,
62).

Based on these results and the RDF results in Part C, we may

attribute the change in the behavior of Be to a change in the position it
occupies in the amorphous structure.

For x<4, the Fe matrix could be
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thought to be saturated with B atoms in the first shell.

This is inferred

from the work on Fe-B where the idea of saturation of the first shell is
deduced from the density data (59, 60) when the B to Fe atomic ratio is
greater than 0.16, as it is in Feg^B^g and FeggB-j^Be^.
In Fe-metallic glasses, a direct relation between the nearest
coordination number (n^) and the average Fe magnetic moment (iipg) has been
established (15).

It was shown that around 14 to 16 at.% B, both n^ and

iipg go through a maximum.
values, both n^ and

When the B concentration falls below the above

decrease.

As is discussed in Part C of this

section, the n^ value drops drastically from 10.5 for FeggB^^Be^ to 9.1
for FeggBigBeg.

This change in n-j supports the theory that a structural

change occurs to cause a corresponding change in Fe magnetic moment.

For

the Be content of <4 at.% (B>14 at.%), the Be atoms may be lying outside
the first Fe-Fe shell.

This idea is supported by the RDF data (reported

in Part C) which shows no change in the Fe-Fe interatomic spacing for
'^®82^14^®4 when compared to FegyB^g.

With a decrease in the B content

(and an increase in Be content beyond 4 at.%), the B occupancy is
decreased and the Be atoms may now occupy a shell closer to the Fe atoms.
The reduction of the lattice strain as a result of Be atoms replacing B
atoms and the decrease in n-j may be responsible for the decrease in the
Fe-Fe interatomic spacing seen in the RDF work on FeggB^^Be^.

The Auger

results on FegyBe^ and FeggBe^ crystalline alloys have shown that the Be
KVV transition occurs near 106 eV, similar to what is observed in
when no charge transfer is observed.

Therefore, we may con

clude that the change in the Be behavior from an initial transfer of
charge to no charge transfer as the Be content is increased is a direct
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result of a change in the local environment of Fe atoms.
B.
1.

Fe-B-Au

Magnetic and thermomaqnetic behavior
The saturation magnetization

at 4.2K and 18 kOe of '^6g2B-jg_^Au^

metallic glasses are 196, 200, 198, and 201 emu/g for the nominal values
of x=0, 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5, respectively.
to average Fe moments

These

values can be converted

by assuming that Fe is the only magnetic species

and by using the analyzed composition of the alloys.

The yp^ increased

from 2.05 pg for x=0 (FeggBig) to 2.20 yg for x=1.5, indicating a signifi
cant beneficial effect of Au on yp^.
displayed in Figure 12.

The M vs. T behavior of Feg2^18

The Curie temperature of 644K and the crystal

lization temperature of 673K are in good agreement with published data for
this alloy (21).

Our identification by MSssbauer spectroscopy of the

crystalline products as a-Fe and Fe^B is also in agreement with previous
work (38, 62).

When Au partially replaces B, as in FcggB^y sAUg.S'

additional crystallization stage is seen (Figure 13).

The crystallization

products in this alloy are now a-Fe with a small percentage of Au
(referred to as a-Fe(Au)) for stage I and FegB for stage II.

The X-ray

results showed no evidence of Fe^B at any of the two stages.
The M vs. T behavior for Feg^B^^AUg is shown in Figure 14.

The pro

file is similar to that shown for FSggB^y ^Auq g, except that three
distinct crystallization stages are now seen.

From the X-ray data listed

in Figure 15 (Co radiation, Debye-Scherrer method), the crystalline phases
are identified as a solid solution of a-Fe with Au, FegB, and a Au-rich
solid solution with Fe.

The crystallization sequence is described below.
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The X-ray diffraction patterns (Mo radiation) for the amorphous ribbons
and for ribbons annealed for 25 minutes at 708K and 793K are shown in
Figures 16, 17, and 18, respectively.
The magnetization vs. applied field (M vs. H) plot for the amorphous
ribbon and ribbons annealed at various temperatures, T^^, is shown in
Figure 19.

The

values at 18 kOe are plotted versus T^^ in Figure 20.

Small decreases are seen in

for T, below 723K.
Sa

However, M_ drops
S

rapidly above that temperature because of the formation of FegB.
The comparatively large increase in

Appg=.15 y^, observed in

^^82^16 5^"l 5

much greater than expected from a decreased charge

transfer effect.

If this increase in

were due solely to charge

transfer, the Au substitution would cause a depopulation of the Fe dbands at a very high rate per Au atom.

Moreover, the relatively high

ypg displayed in FegyB^^AUg would cause the reduced charge transfer to
be an unrealistic 16 electrons per Au atom.
has its origins elsewhere.

Clearly, the observed Aypg

In this connection, we recall that Fe is

known to exist in the bcc phase with ypg=2.2 yg and it also has an fee
phase with two electronic states,

and y2» where y-j is a low-volume anti-

ferromagnetic lattice (aQ=3.54Â, ypg=0.7 yg)_ and yg is a high-volume
ferromagnetic lattice (aQ=3.64Â, ypg=2.8-2.9. yg) (11, 12).

Felsch (9)

has reported an ypg=2.9 yg in amorphous films of Fe-Au with more than 6
at.% Au and the high moment has been attributed to the stabilization of a
high-moment phase by the effect of the large Au atoms and the quenchingin-place effect of the rapidly cooled deposition of the Fe-Au films (13).
It appears plausible to ascribe the increase in the average Fe moment
observed in our amorphous alloys to the formation of a number of Fe-Fe
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nearest neighbors with an interatomic spacing close to that of the large
volume fee yg Fe lattice.

The fact that more than 6 at.% Au was needed

to obtain a Ppg of 2.9 pg in Fe-Au probably indicates that there is a
distribution in the interatomic spacings when the Au content is less than
6 at.% and a distribution in Fe moments, leading to an average Fe moment
of less than 2.9 ug.

A distribution in the interatomic spacing, r, is an

inherent characteristic of an amorphous structure, as is evidenced by the
large full width at half-maximum of the peaks in the radial distribution
functions.

It is expected that increasing amounts of Au in Fe-B-Au will

cause the position of the peaks for Fe-Fe nearest neighbors to shift to
higher r, or at least cause a significant shoulder on the high r side
of those peaks.
We may conclude that the vip^ of 2.20 yg observed in FeggB^g gAu^ g
and 2.46 yg in Fe^yB^yAug reflects a distribution of Fe moments as some
of the Fe-Fe spacings are increased because of the presence of large Au
atoms.

It is expected that some of the Fe-Fe spacings will remain the

same as those in Fe-B since B is the principal alloying element in the
ternary alloys.

The progressive decreases in the

(see Figures 19 and

20) as the annealing temperature is increased are consistent with the idea
that the progressive formation of a-FeCAuX means the formation of a phase
with smaller Fe-Fe spacing and a lower M^.
2.

Crystallization of Fe^yB^^AUg
The X-ray data shown in Figure 15 seem to indicate the following

crystallization sequence in the FegyB-j-jAug alloy.
Stage I.

The amorphous alloy crystallizes into a major phase of
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a-Fe(Au) solid solution with about 3 at.% Au and a minor metastable phase
of an Au-rich solid solution containing about 40 at.% Fe; an amorphous
Fe-B-Au phase is still a major part of the alloy:
amorphous Fe^yB^yAUg -»• crystalline a-Fe(Au) + metastable Au-Fe
+ amorphous FeBAu.
The maximum.rate of crystallization occurs around 660K.

Marchai et al.

(64) have observed, in crystallizing Fe-rich Fe-Au films, that initially
a bcc metastable phase forms with weak segregation of an fee Au-rich
phase.

We observed only one set of fee (111) reflections, similar to

their observations.

The broadening of this reflection and those of the

bcc phase in our alloy supports the idea of micro-segregation or fluctu
ations in concentration in the crystallizing process in Feg^B^-jAug» also
consistent with their observations in Fe-Au.
The amount of Au in the a-Fe(Au) increases as the annealing tempera
ture is increased up to 660K, apparently at the expense of the Au-rich
phase.

We could not detect by X-ray the presence of the Au-rich phase

in the ribbons annealed above 649K.

The ribbons annealed at 678K and

708K had less Au in the a-Fe(Aul phase.

This decrease in Au content

continued until the second crystallization stage is reached.
Stage II.

Another crystalline phase FegB emerges and grows out of

the remaining amorphous Fe-B-Au with the maximum rate of growth occurring
at 745K.

This crystallization temperature is close to those observed for

FegB precipitation in the Fe-B-Be amorphous alloys.

The increase in the

lattice constant of the a-Fe(Au), indicates that the Au content increases
at this stage, probably because Au is further released from the amorphous
Fe-B-Au when the Fe2B is being formed.

This Au would dissolve into the

a-Fe matrix.

Further annealing at higher temperatures then causes Au to

be precipitated out of the a-Fe to form an Au-rich solid solution with Fe
in Stage III.
Stage III.

Ribbons annealed at 793K and 884K showed a third crystal

line phase of an Au-rich solid solution.

This is in agreement with the

work on Fe-Au films (64) which indicated an Au-rich phase showing the
large Au fee lattice constant.

The lattice spacing in our experiments

was 1.3% less than that of pure Au, indicating perhaps the presence of Fe
in this phase (65).

However, Mbssbauer spectroscopy could not detect any

evidence for Fe in this phase.

The lattice constant of a-Fe(Au) phase

progressively decreased, approaching that of pure bcc Fe above 884K.
C.

Atomic Arrangement Based on Radial Distribution Functions

FesyBlS
From the structure factor, the reduced radial distribution function,
G(r), defined as 4ïïr.[p(r)-pQ], was evaluated by a Fourier transformation
of the structure factor, S(k) according to Eq. (6).
the binary alloy Fe^yB^g is shown in Figure 21.

The G(r) curve for

The profile of the curve

is very similar to those of other metal-metalloid systems (66) and to that
reported on the same alloy in a neutron analysis (14).

The oscillatory

nature is prominent and the second peak is split with a well-developed
shoulder.

This splitting is more pronounced than that reported in the

neutron study (14) on the alloy, but the difference is mainly caused by
the change in radiation used for analysis.

In their X-ray and neutron

analyses on FeggBgQ, P. Lamparter et al. (66) showed a similar pronounced
splitting in the X-ray analysis and not in the neutron analysis.

The
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Figure 21.

Reduced radial distribution function, G(r) = 4Trr[p(r)-p 1, for Feo^B,-.
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Positions of
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positions of the peaks and the ratios of the other peak positions to that
of the first peak are listed in Table 5.
reported for these types of alloys.

The ratios are close to the values

There is, however, a disagreement

about the position of the first peak.

We obtained r^=2.52+p.05A.

Fukunaga

et al. (15) reported ri=2.573Â while Cowl am et al. (14) reported r-j=2.52Â,
but later published a revised value of ry=2.58+p.05 by normalizing the
intensity of the first peak in the structure factor S(k), using an average
Fe moment of 2;1 yg (14).

In this type of Fourier transformation, as has

been shown by Cargill (67), the position of the first peak in r-space is
strongly dependent on the width, height, and position of the major peak,
i.e., the first peak, in k-space.

The result obtained in this work,

although on the low side, is in agreement, within experimental error, with
the values previously reported.

(It should be noted that recently pub

lished EXAFS results (68) give r^=2.30A and a reconciliation of the
results obtained by various RDF methods is definitely needed.)
The total number of nearest neighbors obtained from the area under
the first maximum is 11.9jjD.2, which is in very good agreement with the
X-ray values reported for Fe-B alloys (16), but is lower than the neutron
analysis result of 13.1 (14).

Obtaining the nearest coordination number,

n-j, from the area under the symmetrical part of the first peak and desig
nating the remaining area under the first peak as ng, according to a
method previously proposed (15), we find that n-j may be related to Fe-Fe
pairs and ng related to Fe-B pairs.

From Table 5, the values n^=10.6 and

n2=1.3 agree very well with the n^=10.5 and n2=1.4 values reported (16).
A more serious controversy concerns the relative heights of the
second peak and its shoulder.

Waseda and Chen (16) have suggested that

Nearest neighbors distances and ratios and number of nearest neighbors calculated from
first peak in RDF

Alloys

'•4

"S

Po
_
atom/A"

nearest
neighbors
n

.»
^^
"g
d

'"l

<"2

2.52

4.18

4.90 6.29 8.35 1.66

1 .94

2.50

7 .48

0.0901

11.9

10.6 1.3

60

''®82®12^6

2.52

4.15

4.89

6.30 8.45 1.65

1.94

2.50

7 .40

0.0932

11.8 10.2 1.6
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FeggBigSig

2.52

4.17

4.93

6.24 8.44 1.65

1.96

2.48

7 .39

0.0913

12.2 10.3 1.9 81

2.51

4.14

4.89

6.28 8.34 1.65

1 .95

2.50

7 .35

0.0929

12.3 10.5 1.8

43

2.47

4.17

4.93

6.17 8.24 1.65

2

2.50

7 .35

0.0929

12.2

43

^®82®13®®5

••3

d
density
yr, ^^^^3

o
o

Table 5.

9.1

3.1

for Fe-B alloys containing less than 20 at.% B, the subpeak in G(r) is
more intense than the second peak, i.e., a reversal of the situation
usually found in most métal-metalloid system.

This led them to support

the original calculation by Bennett (69) of the dense random packing of
hard sphere (DRPHS) model as being applicable to the structure of Fe-B
and to reject the extended calculation based on the relaxed Bennett model
(70) which gives the peaks heights in G(r) more like those for Fe-B
alloys with B>20

at.% and that of FeggP^y (16). The hard sphere

Perçus-Yevick model (71) also gives the shoulder as being more intense
than the second peak.

The results of Cowlam et al. (14) and the data

presented in Figure 21, contradict the results and explanation of Waseda
and Chen (16) since we find the subpeak to be lower than the second peak,
thus supporting the relaxed Bennett model (70) with a starting nucleus of
a tetrahedron, a dodecahedron, or an icosahedron (72), all of which
duplicate the profile of our G(r) curve.
2.

Fe82Bi2C6 and Fe82Bl2Si6
The G(r) curves for these two alloys are shown in Figures 22 and 23.

The position of the first peak is not affected by the addition of C or Si
to Fe-B at least up to 6 at.%.

The effect of adding 6 at.% C to FeggB^g

at the expense of B has been studied by energy dispersive X-ray diffrac
tion (EDXD) (73).

The results are in agreement with ours in that no

change in r^ was observed, although r-j was found to be 2.56Â in the
EDXD study.

Our results also agree with those of Egami (73) in that the

addition of C tends to reduce the intensity at the lower r side of the
first peak and it also reduces the intensity of the second peak while
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increasing that of the shoulder.

There is also an increase in the

intensity at the position of the valley between the second peak and its
shoulder, thereby increasing the shallowness of the valley.
On the other hand, the addition of Si to FeggB-jg increases the
intensity of the second peak and the intensity ratio of the peak to that
of its shoulder has increased over that of FegyB^g and FeggB-jgCg.
Although there is some depletion of the intensity on the low r side of
the first peak when compared to

the magnitude of the reduction

is somewhat less than that of FeggB^gCg.
in each alloy is very similar.

In general, the first maximum

Therefore, it is not surprising that the

number of nearest neighbors, derived from the areas,under the peak is
about the same (11.8 for FeggB^gCg and 12.2 for FeggB^gSig).
Caution must be exercised when one attempts to compare the RDF
results from two different samples since sample geometry and experi
mental conditions, such as the intensity of the X-ray tube and detector
alignment over the long counting period, may vary.

One may lend more

credence to differences observed when structural changes in the same
sample are monitored by RDF.

It is within this framework and constraint

that the following discussion is given.
From the recent X-ray and neutron diffraction results on FeggBgQ by
Lamparter et al. (66), the positions of the second peak and its shoulder
reflect Fe-Fe nearest neighbor interactions.

The increase in intensity of

these peaks in the S alloys containing Si over that of the alloy con
taining C may support the idea that Si atoms occupy the Fe sites.

More

over, since the valley between the second peak and its shoulder is
attributed to Fe-metalloid interactions (66), the higher intensity (the
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less pronounced nature of the valley), of this region in the latter
alloy, may point to C atoms occupying the interstitial-like positions
usually favored by the B atoms.

The effect of the larger Si atoms

occupying Fe sites and the smaller C atoms fitting in the interstices
formed in the Fe DRPHS matrix is an increase in some Fe-Fe separations.
This effect may be what is reflected in the depletion of the low r-side
of the first peak in the 6(r) curves.

Chen et al. (74) have argued that

in some metallic glasses the exchange interaction, 0, may be correlated
to the interatomic distance of the transition metal, similar to the
Bethe-Slater criterion for ferromagnetic spin coupling based on D/R,
where 2R is the diameter of the 3d subshell and D=2 x r-j obtained from
the peak positions in the G(r) curves.

Kloss (75) has argued and Egami

supports the idea (73) that a Fe-Fe interatomic separation smaller than
the average Fe-Fe separation of r^ may lead to a negative exchange inter
action for various Fe-Fe pairs.

Conversely, an increase in Fe-Fe inter

atomic separation may decrease the number of negative exchange
interactions.
In the Si- and C-substituted alloys, an increase in the room tempera
ture saturation magnetization, M^, over that of the corresponding binary
Fe-B alloy is not expected since neither the M (4.2) nor the Curie
temperature is significantly changed by the addition of C or Si (76-79).
However, the change in B in the equation
MgfT) = MgfO) [l-BT^/S...]

(11)

is understandable when one considers the spin-wave stiffness coefficient,
D.

In the relation
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kg 3/2
B = C(3/2)gwm/M(0) [-^]
4TTD

(12)

where ç(3/2) is the Bose-Einstein function equal to 0.0587(4n)^/^ and
kg is Boltzmann's constant, we see that Bal/D^^^.
The magnon dispersion relation at small values of the wave vector k
in crystalline ferromagnets has the form (80)
E(k)==Ja^jV

(13)

where a„ is the lattice constant.

This relation can be extended to

non-crystalline ferromagnets by using a distribution of J and a^ values
in the form:
E(k)« J(l+a) a^^ (1+6)V.

(14)

Combining this relation with the quadratic dispersion relation for
ferromagnetic magnons,
E(k) = Dk^,

(15)

one may relate D to J in the following manner
D = J(l+a) a^Z (1+6)V
for small values of k.

(_16)

Hence, if an increase in Fe-Fe interatomic

separation is related to an increase in the average J value, the value of
D is expected to increase.

Recalling that

the value of B should

decrease and this would be consistent with higher Mg(T) values at room
temperature in the ternary with C or Si even though the Mg(0) values of
the ternary alloys and the corresponding Fe-B binary alloy are essentially

75
the same.
3.

Feg2B,,Be, and
From Table 6 and from the G{r) curves displayed in Figures 24 and

25, one can see certain.distinct differences between these two Besubstituted alloys.

The addition of a third element to Fe-B alloys does

not usually affect the position of the Fe-Fe peak within this composition
range (67).

Therefore, the change in r^ from 2.51Â for FeggB-j/^Be^ to

2.47Â for FeggB^gBeg should be considered a very pronounced shift.

Also,

this is not merely a change in the shape of one side of the peak, but a
shift in the position of the maximum and its related distribution of
interatomic distances with their corresponding probabilities.

It should

be recalled that a dramatic shift was observed for these two alloys in the
Auger results which indicated that for FeggB-j^Be^, Be appeared to have
transferred its outer electrons while for FeggBigBeg, no such transfer
could be inferred.

The magnetization measurements also indicated that

the average Fe moment in Feg2B^g_^Be^ increased for x<4, but decreased for
x>4.

These changes can be reconciled with the structural changes, as

is described below.
The magnetic behavior of Fe is very sensitively dependent on the FeFe separation and the Fe moment observed is an average value.

In fee Fe,

a shift of the lattice constant from 3.64Â to 3.54Â, which corresponds to
a shift in interatomic spacing from 2.57Â to 2.50Â, has been shown to be
responsible for, or coincidental with, a change from a ferromagnetic spin
structure with moment of about 2.9 yg to an antiferromagnetic spin
structure with moment of 0.7 yg (11, 12).
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It is therefore possible to relate the shift in the position of the
peak in the amorphous Fe-base alloys to the change in the average Fe
magnetic moment.

First, one must note that an amorphous structure is an

assembly of atoms at various distances with respect to an arbitrary
origin.

There is a variety of Fe-Fe interactions within the distances

covered by the first peak.

A shift in the position of the maximum of the

peaks (r-j) to a lower r value without a significant change in the shape
of the peak lowers the probability (i.e., lowering the number) of Fe-Fe
interactions occurring at large r values and an increase in Fe-Fe inter
actions at r values less than r^.

If we assume that Fe-Fe pairs with

spacing less than r-j have negative exchange interaction (J<0) (74, 75),
then the decrease in the average Fe moment in Feg2^13^^5

mean a change

of some ferromagnetic spin interaction to antiferromagnetic spin
interaction.
The large change in n-j from 10.5 to 9.1 as the Be content is
increased from 4 to 5 at.% (see Table 6) is very surprising, but yet is
consistent with a decrease in the average Fe moment,

Fukunaga et al.

(15) have shown that in FeiQQ_^B^ alloys the n-j values and
through a maximum at X'\'14.

The magnitude of the change in

both go
(An^=-1.4)

is greater in these ternary alloys, but this dramatic shift is consistent
with the other discontinuous behavior of '^e82^18-x^®x
x=4 and 5.

The change in ng (AngS+l.S) is also worth noting.

range of
If we

assume that in FeggB^gBeg Fe has lost some Fe first nearest neighbors
and some Be atoms are now residing in a nearest neighbor shell with
rpg gg < rpg_gg of FeggB-j^Be^, we can understand how it is possible to
have Fe-Be bonding interaction.

The fact that the rpg_pg is somewhat less
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than the Fe Goldschmidt diameter of 2.49Â may point to loss of outer
electrons from the Fe atoms.

The isomer shift from the Mbssbauer

spectroscopy study shows a decrease which may be interpreted as an
increase in the 3s electron density around the Fe nucleus, probably
caused by the lessening of the screening by the outer electrons, some
of which may be participating in the Fe-Be bonding interaction.
The decrease in the Curie temperature, T^, when x goes from 4 to 5
can be explained in terms of the expression
SkgTj, = 2zS(S+l) Jpg_pg
where z is the number of nearest neighbors.

Tq

should also decrease.

(17)
Since Jpg.pg

z decrease,
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V.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The partial substitution of divalent Be for tri valent B in
amorphous FeggB^g was shown to cause an initial increase and subsequent
decrease in the average Fe moment.
monotonically.

The Curie temperature,

Tq,

decreased

The reversing effect in the average Fe moment caused by

Be was confirmed by measurements of Auger electron and Mossbauer
spectroscopies.

The Auger results indicated that for x<4 in

there appears to be a transfer of charge from Be, probably to Fe.
higher Be contents no such charge transfer could be inferred.

At

From the

Mossbauer study, the effective hyperfine field initially increased for
x<4, but decreased for x>4.

The isomer shift changed from -0.032 mm/sec

to -0.050 mm/sec for the same chance in the Be content.
The annealing behavior of the '^®82®18-x^®x
X-ray and MOssbauer spectroscopies.

was studied by both

For the binary alloy FeggB^g, the

crystallization products at 693K were identified as tetragonal Fe^B and
a-Fe.

Additions of Be produced two crystallization stages.

The.crystal

lization products of the first stage were a solid solution of a-Fe-Be and
a metastable amorphous phase containing more B than the concentration in
the as-quenched ribbons.
precipitate out.

At the second stage, FegB was observed to

The intensity ratios in the MOssbauer spectra and the

d-spacings deduced from the X-ray data indicated that the Be content in
the Fe-Be solid solution at the second annealing stage was 4-5 at.% in all
the Be alloys.

The MOssbauer spectra clearly indicated that annealing the

samples at a temperature between the two stages led to the alignment of
the effective magnetic hyperfine field, Hgf^» almost parallel to the
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plane of the ribbon, while annealing above the second stage caused
to be randomly oriented probably because of the absence of lattice strain.
Radial distribution function analyses conducted on FeggB-j^Be^ and
FesgBi3865 indicated that the interatomic distance of Fe-Fe atom pairs,
Fpe-Fe' decreased from 2.51A to 2.47A while the number of first nearest
neighbors, n-j, decreased from 10.5 to 9.1 when the Be content is increased
from 4 to 5 at.%.

All the results indicate a significant change in the

Fe nearest neighbor environment between x=4 and x=5.

The increase in the

average Fe moment is explained on the basis of an initial transfer of
charge from Be to Fe, replacing the d electrons that are participating
in a new Fe-B hybrid bonding orbital.
moment is explained in terms of:

The subsequent decrease in the Fe

(1) an increase in the number of

negative exchange interactions due to the smaller Fe-Fe interatomic
spacings and (2) the absence of charge transfer from Be to Fe.
reduction in n-j and

Also, the

when the Be content is increased from 4 to 5

at.% is correlated with the observed decrease in T^.
Additions of Au to Fe-B resulted in an average Fe moment of 2.20 yg
in FeggB^g gAu-j g and 2.46 yg in FegyB^^AUg.

The ternary alloy with

0.5 at.% Au displayed two crystallization stages with a solid solution of
Fe-Au precipitating at the first stage and the intermetallic compound FegB
forming at the second stage.

Higher additions of Au produced a third

stage at which an Au-rich solid solution was precipitated.

The annealing

of FGgyB^yAug resulted in lower M^, unlike the annealing effect usually
observed in Fe-base metallic glasses.

This behavior of FegyB^^Aug was

explained in terms of a reduction in the Fe-Fe interatomic distance and
its attendant effect on the Fe moment.
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The RDF analyses on '^682^12^6

^^^82^12^^6 indicated that the

higher saturation magnetization at room temperature of these two ternary
alloys, compared to that of Fe-B alloys, is probably due to an increase
in the spin-wave stiffness constant.
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